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President’s Message
Welcome to the first edition of the YCS Journal for 2021. I hope it offers a
glimmer of light at the end of the proverbial tunnel that we have all lived
through this past year. In an open letter to Holley Center staff, site administrator Mechelle Copeland - with honesty and eloquence – expressed her
gratitude to her team. (p8) Mechelle’s sentiments reflect the thoughts of so
many of our colleagues and fills me with pride. Because of our employees’
perseverance and selflessness, YCS has continued to fulfill its mission of
dedication to care for the State’s most vulnerable individuals.
We chose the theme “Spring Forward” because, despite the challenges we
have faced in 2020, the agency has made significant progress. We were able
to do this because of our incredible, intrepid nursing department that kept
Tara Augustine
our residents and clients safe. They kept us abreast of the latest Covid
developments, made it easy for staff to get tested on the job, and set up six
vaccination clinics at YCS sites. They continue to go above and beyond to assist every client or employee
who wants to get the vaccine. (p12)
As a result of our nurses efforts, the staff was able to continue providing all the mental health services our
children, families and young adults need. In the section on “Program Accomplishments” you can find a
sampling of their creative work.
One of my goals since coming to YCS was to ensure that every new employee was mentored for the first 90
days. Although the mentoring initiative could not get fully off the ground due to Covid, there is already
positive proof that it is working. Meet Dehkeylah Mayo, as she explains what mentoring has meant to her.
(P4)
We have also added a new section to highlight the contributions of our interns who have played a critical
role in providing support to our residential programs over the past year. (p15)
Lastly, we owe a debt of deep gratitude to the many supporters, old and new, who stepped forward to
make sure the residents were not forgotten as they sheltered in place. Our Foundation appealed to you for
help, and you responded with overwhelming generosity.
(p 14)
If we continue to be diligent, take the simple steps necessary to stay safe and encourage our friends and
family members to get vaccinated, we can defeat this virus and once again be free to enjoy each other’s
company.
As restrictions across the state are easing, I look forward to visiting our programs, meeting the individuals
we serve, and getting out in the community to personally thank our supporters.

Looking Ahead !
As the result of generous grants for pet therapy from the PSEG Foundation, private foundations,
and individual donors , we look forward in 2021 to providing canine therapy for individuals in our
John Uzzi
residences. We would like to thank every program who expressed an interest for their
clients to be
YCS, Inc. Board Chair
part of the program. It is currently being developed and we will share more details with you as soon
as they are formalized.
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Mentoring Initiative for New Employees
At the start of 2020, YCS began to implement a mentoring initiative for new employees. According to
Rachelle Muckley, Denise Washington, and Aaron Clark, the Southern Region Mentoring Team, the
mentoring program is very beneficial for new employees because they get a sense of belonging when
they know they have a support system that they can reach out to when things get overwhelming on the
job; feel uncomfortable with their position; or are having issues with another staff or the administration.
In the northern region, SRT supervisors have been shadowing new SRT employees. As restrictions across
New Jersey begin to be lifted, the mentoring project will soon be expanding to new employees in more
programs.
Tameka McMillan has been working at YCS for 10 years, first as a DSP and now as an SRT supervisor and
mentor. “I think one of the most important parts of my job is to show new employees by my actions that we
are all on the same team…If a bathroom needs to be cleaned or the garbage needs to be taken out, I will do it,”
explains Tameka. By watching her actions, new employees soon realize that this is all part of the job to make
sure that the residents are being cared for properly.
Tameka believes that it is also very important for employees to be supportive of each other. As a mentor,
Tameka says “I take a new person under my wing and encourage them to ask anything… by answering their
questions in a caring way I can build their confidence,” said Tameka adding, “Communication is everything if we [SRT team} cannot be with our mentees physically they know that they can always call us.”

My mentor has been so encouraging and knowledgeable. Every
day is a new learning experience. She wants me to succeed and
is teaching me to understand the children's different behaviors,
how to gain their trust and use Handle with Care. My mentor has
also taught me the importance of teamwork. I think being part of
a supportive team has been the most gratifying part of my job.
Dehkaylah Mayo, SRT/DSP
August 2020

Dehkaylah Mayo

Tameka McMillan
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Program Accomplishments
Sawtelle Camden Home Wins Holiday Video Contest
All the Sawtelle Homes in the south jumped at the
opportunity to make their own holiday video shows
for a contest sponsored by YCS DD programs. The
youth and staff at the Camden Home pooled their
talents and produced their very own holiday musical
spectacular. Under the leadership of DSP, a.k.a. DJ Kevin
Jacobs, the group sang and danced to some original songs
and had a ball rehearsing for the video. Kevin has become
the most popular staff with the kids since the show,
according to house manager, Driss Ouhdou.

The Vineland group home for four young men is located in the countryside. When
Natan Schneider-Gans, program manager, found snakes in the basement, he called
animal control. But when they told him that the snakes had to be put in a box before
they would come pick them up, he enlisted the help of Brad Vetterly, AVP of clinical
services. With the help of a rake, Brad was able to coax them into a box and all of the
residents safely returned home.

Great Things Happen When We Work as a Team
The Voorhees Home was the last stop for a young man who endured numerous disrupted placements and
separation from his biological family for most of his life. With the warm support of his clinical team at the
home, he worked hard to meet his treatment goals and regain the stability necessary to follow his wish to
reunite with his birth father. The journey to reunification was not an easy road and he faced many roadblocks. With the continued encouragement from his clinical team, he was able to advocate for himself within
the legal system, and break through all the barriers. He is now back home with his father and doing well.
Mike Higginbotham, Assistant Director of DCF, Children's System of Care was so moved by this young man’s
victory, that he recounted his experience and praised the Voorhees Home at a statewide meeting of all
agency leaders.
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HMS Clinics Launch New Virtual Children’s Play Groups
During virtual counseling sessions, several of the Helen May Strauss HMS clinicians
became aware of a need for additional services for children struggling with the
stressors of being separated from their friends and loved ones during the Pandemic.
Parents requested groups for their children and themselves. As a result, both
clinics initiated a total of five “Virtual Children’s Play Groups” for children ages 6–
11, and a parent support group conducted in Spanish for Union City clients. Each
75 minute session included exercises on mindfulness, team building, and social/
communication skills in a playful format. Future groups are being planned in
English and Spanish.
New Sawtelle Home Opens in the South
Congratulations to the four young men who have moved into the
new YCS Sawtelle Echo Hill Home in Willingboro. With the onset
of the Coronavirus in February 2020, renovation plans and
preparations to open the home were repeatedly delayed. This
did not stop Dawn Jones, the maintenance crew and her staff
from persistently sticking with the project until they passed all
State inspections and received the final okay to open their doors
to the four anxiously waiting young men on January 28th. We
wish them and the staff best of luck in their new comfortable
surroundings.
Sicklerville Staff Rally to Support a Youth in Crisis
After a young man in the Sicklerville Home needed to be hospitalized, the staff stood by his side in the
emergency room for five days as he waited to be admitted for treatment. Because of the caring support
and encouragement he received from the staff, the young man was able to return to the home and is now
doing well.
Our Ultimate Goal is Always to Reunify a Child with their Family
When a six year old girl was placed at Laurie Haven Home, her one wish was to return home to her
mother. For over a year, the clinical team supported the young girl and assisted her in reaching her
treatment goals. Due to the Covid quarantine, she participated in regular zoom family therapy sessions
with her mom. Her mom also received additional individual counseling to provide emotional support
and work on issues causing her anxiety over reunification. However, the real struggle began when the
team was confronted with obstacles as they attempted to coordinate plans for reunification with multiple
systems. “It was a real struggle to get the mom, PerformCare and the CMO all on the same page,” said Etta
Sample, site administrator. With persistence, patience and compassion, all issues were resolved and the
child has now returned home.
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Building Pride & Confidence Through Community Service

Shaquanna
Walker

In the Kilbarchan IRTS Unit, RA,
Shaquanna Walker, asked the youth
if they would like to help her prepare
gift bags for the homeless in Paterson.
The teens enthusiastically got on
board. They went to nearby Dollar
Stores and supermarket to get the
items needed to fill 20 bags with
gloves, scarves, hats, wash cloths, hand
sanitizers, toiletries, toothpaste and
brushes, snacks and water bottles.

On the day of the event, they made sandwiches to add
to the bags. Shaquanna personally funded the project with additional help from YCS. The youth felt
empowered - they were the helpers rather than the recipients, according to Shaquanna.

Kilbarchan staff saw the holidays and colder weather as an opportunity to
introduce the residents to charitable activities that would not only fill their
time but benefit others in the community. Clinicians, Emily Kline and Nicole
Molfetas, introduced the idea of creating holiday cards to encourage seniors
at a nursing home who were, like them, also isolated. The youth embraced the
project. They drew festive cards, researched messages of hope or looked for
jokes to brighten up the seniors’ day. Since then, some of the youth have
taken an interest in making more cards – including get well cards for staff that
were out sick.

Tesha Bright Joined NJ First lady in a live Facebook broadcast
“Ask a Nurse Home Visitor.”

We want to congratulate NFP nurse, Tesha Bright, RN, on her
participation in a live discussion hosted by Tammy Murphy.
Her warmth, experience and knowledge with guiding first time
expectant moms and their babies contributed to the success of
the broadcast. It was seen by more than 18,000 viewers on
Facebook and shared dozens of times.
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Open Letter to the Staff at the Holley Center
Thank you. As I think back on the past year, I want to acknowledge the perseverance I witnessed while
working at the Holley Center Campus. This past year has been challenging for us all. As this unknown
coronavirus spread across the country and into our own campus, I will admit I was scared. As our
friends and coworkers fell ill with an unknown fate, I was scared and so were you. I still recall the day I
spoke with many staff one to one to share the news that a coworker had tested positive. We had all been
exposed. The CDC suggested that we wear these paper masks to slow the spread of this disease and to
protect ourselves. As I handed out masks and repeated the news over and over, worry and concern
reflected in some of your eyes. I thought no one is coming back tomorrow. I am ashamed to say I
doubted you. You came back the next day, the day after that and kept coming. Our hearts were heavy
with sadness when we lost our beloved Ms. Marcia. As our coworkers continued to fall ill, you still came.
Later, when the children tested positive you trusted me to protect us and I thank you.

The collaboration and effortless team work to reconfigure the entire campus in one day to contain and
protect everyone was beyond impressive. Reflecting back on the past year, I have seen commitment and
courage every day. The commitment we share to care for our most vulnerable children and courage we
showed in spite of fear. To everyone at the Holley Center Campus, thank you. The sense of duty we have
to care for our children and coworkers make me beyond proud to work here.
With appreciation and gratitude,
Mechelle Copeland, site administrator
Say Cheese!!!

The four young women at the Sawtelle Morris Home are not sitting idle
waiting for their day programs to resume. With the women’s input, the
staff has initiated a number of classes at the home. One popular activity
is a cooking class. Most recently, they worked together to bake two
cheesecakes from scratch. Everyone enjoyed the dessert after dinner.
Cooking together is developing their independent living skills. It has
brought the young women closer together and reinforced that this is
really their home.
During the Christmas holiday, southern region Treatment Homes partnered
with Kimberly Williams, a Treatment Home parent and the CEO/Founder
of Voice of Encouragement (VOE). VOE blessed each youth in our program
with a bag full of gifts - including $10. Our TH team (Darryl, Ashia, Brittany
and Anitra) received the gifts from VOE and delivered them to each home.
VOE is a non- profit organization that provides educational workshops, self
esteem activities and life skills for girls starting from 8 years of age through
adulthood. We are so appreciative and thankful to Ms. Williams, a TH Parent
over 10 years, and acknowledge her ongoing support and generosity.
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A “Sign” of Compassion
Two weeks after admitting Vylette, a hearing impaired youth, into the YCS
Sawtelle Home in Cedar Brook behaviorist Edward Bonacci contracted the
Coronavirus. While recovering at home, he was concerned about how
Vylette, the slight, precocious, 14 year-old teen, was adjusting to the new
environment where she was the youngest of all the residents and the only
one with a hearing impairment. So, Bonacci used the two weeks in quarantine to teach himself how to sign the alphabet. “I did it purely to make her
feel more comfortable in the home and around myself,” said Mr. Bonacci. The
youth, who is very proficient in signing, responded to his sincerity and he
soon became her anchor at the home. Whenever she has a problem with
another resident or staff, she seeks his help. When her own behavior is in
question, she repeatedly asked Mr. Bonacci if they were still friends. “Eddie
has gained her trust,” says house manager Tajah Hollingsworth. The very
energetic youth often tells Edward that she is “grown up” and wants to
return to her family. They are doing everything they can to help her reach
her clinical goals so she can get there.

Learning New Skills During Tough Times

Four young women at the Muller residence on the Newark Campus, who have been studying remotely and
quarantining, volunteered to assist in fulfilling a time-sensitive mailing to 250 parents. The young women
worked together to collate and sort the materials, stuff and seal the envelopes, and adhere the mailing labels.
"The girls took this project very seriously. They worked as a team and were very careful to make sure every
envelope was correct before it went off to the post office," said Kamachee Mandhar, administrative assistant
for the Newark campus. "The girls took pride in their work and enjoyed gaining experience in doing office
work." Afterwards, they all celebrated with pizza and home-made brownies.
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Spotlight on YCS Frontline Hero
Boswell Brown has been employed as a maintenance worker with
the YCS Education Division for 32 years. He currently works at the YCS
George Washington School in Hackensack. The special education
school serves students from ages 5-15.
Over his many years with YCS, Boswell has always demonstrated
a strong work ethic. It was no surprise to anyone that when the
pandemic struck, Boswell was front and center offering assistance in
any way he could.

As we transitioned to distance learning, Boswell helped to deliver
work packets and computers to students throughout many counties!!
He was instrumental in the numerous and on-going efforts to modify
classrooms to comply with COVID safety precautions; moving furniture,
building rolling Plexiglas dividers for the classrooms, measuring classroom space, installing handsanitizing stations, portable sinks and so much more.
His efforts were crucial in ensuring that our students continued to receive their weekly meals. He
delivered an estimated 9,000 meals to date, regardless of weather conditions or location.

All this was done in addition to his regular job responsibilities and those he assumed when a colleague
fell ill. Protecting the school building from flooding and clearing snow and ice were some of the many
challenges he dealt with. He continues to assist several other YCS facilities weekly by sanitizing their sites
using the Clorox 360 sanitizing equipment.
We could not have made it without him. Thank you, Boswell!!
Ruth Ann Hunt, VP/Principal

Boswell picked up all the Secret Santa
gifts for the children at GW School from
donors, Jim Gibney and friends.
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Thank You!!
I would like to extend my appreciation to the Sawtelle Learning Center
staff for your commitment and dedication to your students. During a time
of uncertainty and anxiety, you have provided a sense of normalcy and stability
that your students so desperately need. When most districts and teachers are concerned about a return to in-person instruction, you have been putting your own
fears aside and have been welcoming your students into the classroom since September! A huge thank you from your students, families, me, and the rest of your
YCS family. ~ Jessica Shea-Brown, COO

“This is a goodbye letter written by one of our residents who recently left the program. She
took the time to recognize and personally thank over 50 staff with personalized letters. ”
~ Mechelle Copeland

Our community partners, the New York
Giants and Campbell's, honor Jean Toussaint,
Sawtelle Forest House Manager, with the
"Campbell's Champions of Chunky"
Award. Watch this video to see NY Giants
Super Bowl MVP, David Tyree pay tribute to
Jean and announce Campbell's donation to
YCS in Jean's name.
https://youtu.be/5imVew5QeG0
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Agency Updates
Update from Nursing:
One step closer to safely engaging in social settings and activities
With the enormous support of the nursing staff and CVS
Pharmacy, 386 employees and 88 clients have been fully
vaccinated. We can also report that every nurse in the
southern region has been immunized, and some Sawtelle
Homes have achieved 100% immunization of their
residents.
While many people continue to wait for a chance to
receive the vaccine, YCS was privileged to be among the
first groups to be selected by the State for the vaccine.

News from the Parent Satisfaction Committee
Parents/Caregivers with participants in all residential programs will soon be able to reach out to a
Parent Navigator if they are looking for the additional support from a fellow parent who has been in
their shoes and understands their concerns and anxieties. The Parent Navigators are volunteers on
the Parent Satisfaction Committee whose children have “graduated” from a YCS residence.
This spring, the Parent Satisfaction Committee will send out letters to introduce the parent navigators
to every parent along with information on how they can be contacted.
The Parent Navigators are Dianna Chipkin for all adult DD residences and TaNisha Barrows for all DCF
children’s behavioral health homes. All Program Managers will receive a copy of the introductory letter
and Parent Navigator bio. Please note: the navigators are strictly a support for parents; any program
related issues will be forwarded to the YCS Ombudsperson.
William Waller
PSC Chair
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Report from the CCADAC
CCADAC Events Sub-Committee
In February, Barbara Michaels, Chairperson of the Events Sub-Committee,
spearheaded the Black History Month Biography Series which featured 23
videos, each narrated by YCS employees. The video biographies were shared
on social media nearly every day during Black History Month. Staff participation
was amazing and fueled the success of this initiative. All of the videos can be
viewed on the YCS YouTube channel.

CCADAC Focus Group Results

Barbara Michaels

During February and March, the CCADAC hosted a series of Focus Groups for YCS employees to provide
feedback on diversity, equity and inclusion in YCS. Responses from the focus groups reinforced the need
to continue to improve our communication efforts throughout the agency, work on hiring practices and
promote a workplace where everyone feel safe to express themselves.
According to Yvonne Montemurro, CCADAC co-chair, the overall responses were very positive as to the
diversity, inclusiveness of the agency and opportunities for growth within the organization. The valuable
insights gained from the focus group responses will assist the CCADAC to develop initiatives that will foster
a safer and more inclusive work environment at YCS.

Update from Maintenance : Facility Upgrades
This winter the YCS maintenance crew has been busy upgrading three
residences: the Sawtelle Lawn Ridge Home’s kitchen was completely
renovated; Malcolm House flooring on the first floor (kitchen, family
room, living room) was replaced, and Holley Center reception area and
front office got new flooring. “This spring, our next project is to lay down
new flooring in the reception area and entrance ways at the Newark
Headquarters building,” says Louis Mangual, maintenance director.

Lawnridge
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Foundation Update
YCS Holidays during Covid-19
Our number one priority at the Foundation was to ensure that every client,
especially those in our residences and the staff who sheltered in place with
the residents, were able to experience a memorable holiday season. We
knew how tough this holiday season was for all of you, and we were so
fortunate to have donors who were ready, willing, and able to help. Each
wish list was fulfilled and with the help of our co-workers, gifts were
picked up and delivered safely.
Donors who were hesitant to go shopping embraced Amazon gift-cards.
This was a silver lining during the crisis that enabled program administrators to purchase everything from decorations to bean bag chairs for
calming stations. And, while the clients were not able to attend in-person holiday events, we were so grateful to
sponsors who sent dinners, arts & crafts, board games and more to make the participants and staff feel special.

Personal Protection Equipment
The need for personal protection equipment became a number one priority very
early one in the Covid-19 crisis. Very quickly, the term PPE became part of our
everyday vernacular. YCS supporters responded to the “Call for Action” and we
had thousands of masks being made across the country!!! We were also so grateful
to our fellow employees who also responded. Our co-workers reached out to their
families and friends, and their contacts created cottage industries - making masks
for our programs. During a time when people felt so “helpless” it was amazing to
see so many people willing to help!!! Supporters also were able to do “the Impossible” and acquire hand sanitizer, shields, gloves, and disinfectant spray for our
programs- anything to keep everyone at YCS safe.

Telehealth

During this pandemic, YCS clinicians and teachers continued to provide the highest quality of services for
hundreds of children and families. When we called upon our community of supporters again for help, they
stepped up and donated critical Telehealth equipment that allowed YCS to transition from in-person services to
remote delivery in “real time” ensuring the clients care and well-being was uninterrupted. A special thanks to
all our clinicians, nurses and teachers who have always put the needs of those served at the forefront. Never
has this been more apparent than during this health crisis.
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Internships
Interns are integral members of the YCS Family who support programs in our residences, community
programs and administration. According the Laurie Levin, senior project manager, interns play an
important role in assisting the programs fulfill the required treatment services for each client.
Approximately 60 interns are working side by side with staff at their assigned programs while generally
pursuing clinical Master’s in social work and counseling.
The internship program is presently working with 21 colleges and looks to partner with additional
colleges in the near future. “Over next year, we are looking to add internships in other field of study such as
behavioral therapy,” said Laurie.

I completed my second-year internship at YCS Holley Center April 2018
and was hired as a clinician one month later. Through this internship I
was able to grow in a supportive environment, not just from my direct
supervisor, but from the entire clinical team at Holley Center. As an intern,
I enjoyed that every day was a learning experience. I was able to observe
and learn various clinical styles and got exposure to individual, group, and
family therapy. Being an intern at Holley Center allowed me to develop
and strengthen my personal and clinical skills in order to help me to
become a better clinician.
~ Ashley Cestaro, LSW, Fisher Hall clinician

Clinical Comic Book Club
Because art therapy was so beneficial to the young ladies
at Malcom House, program director, Kristen Wistuba, was
looking for more art opportunities for the girls. In response,
Anne Scherbina, clinical intern, applied her experience
from DC Comics, to create the Clinical Comic Book Club.
Sketchbooks containing fill in frames were given to the girls
for them to make their own comic books. Anne would give
the ladies a quote or positive affirmation to use as a theme to
base their comic book characters on. The activity contains
clinical components and helps to build the young women’s
inner superhero, persona, and self esteem.

Anne Scherbina
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